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This is an extended abstract of a paper published at the 32nd International Con-
ference on Artificial Neural Networks [9].

ImageNet7 [2] is a large, publicly available, image dataset (14M+ images). Its
images are organized according to the WordNet hierarchy, making it especially
useful for image classification tasks, as target labels are readily available. In
2010, the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) [10]
introduced a particular subset of images from 1000 different categories known as
the ImageNet-1k dataset, with an accompanying image classification challenge.

In 2012, a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) now widely known as AlexNet
[7] convincingly won this competition. This result led to quick and widespreak
adoption of CNNs to solve image classification and recognition tasks; while
AlexNet was the only CNN submitted in 2012, by the next year the majority
of submissions were CNN-based. Other popular architectures that were either
submitted to ILSVRC or trained on the ImageNet-1k dataset, and that will
be evaluated in this paper, are VGG16 [11], ResNet18 and ResNet50 [4], and
DenseNet161 [5].

Despite their popularity and successes, these architectures also have weak-
nesses, both ethical [12, 1, 13] and technical. Our contribution [9] demonstrates
a technical weakness that relates to robustness w.r.t. color changes in the input
images. Although complete color invariance is not desireable, neither should a
useful CNN model completely alter its predictions when small color shifts, that
would not affect humans, are applied to images.

We started by investigating the effect of applying hue and saturation shifts to
ImageNet-1k images on ImageNet-1k trained models, both in terms of prediction
robustness—i.e., does a prediction for an altered image differ from that of the

7 https://www.image-net.org/
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original image, regardless of the correctness of that original prediction?—and
accuracy. In particular, we explored the prediction stability of the popular CNN
architectures AlexNet, VGG16, ResNet18 and 50, and DenseNet161. We showed
that all models alter their predictions when input images have their hue shifted,
considering shifts in 10◦ steps, with larger shifts increasing alteration frequency.
Averaged over all hue shifts, relative model performance experiences a drop of
41.5%, 22.9%, 21.4%, 11.3% and 14.3% respectively for the aforementioned mod-
els, resulting in an average drop of 22.28% over all models; larger models show
less sensitivity. The largest drops are observed within up to 30◦ shifts from refer-
ence, with performance stabilizing around the 80◦ mark. Saturation shifts elicit
similar but more restrained behavior, with an average performance drop of only
4.0% over all models. Importantly, for both hue and saturation alterations, the
prediction for images originally correctly predicted tends to be more robust than
for images originally wrongly predicted.

Next, we turned our attention to EmoNet [6], an image classification model
obtained by taking AlexNet trained on ImageNet-1k, replacing its last layer with
a 20 node linear layer and training only this new layer on a custom dataset of
137k images annotated with one of 20 emotion labels representing the emotion
elicited by the images in an observer. We showed that EmoNet inherits essentially
the same behavior as its parent. EmoNet forms an interesting case, because
elicited emotions form a dimension that can also reasonably be assumed to be
independent of moderate color changes; a few degrees of hue shift shall not make
a puppy less cute.

Following this, we looked at some of the earlier mentioned CNNs, but trained
from scratch on different large datasets. In particular, we considered Stylized Im-
ageNet [3], a dataset derived from ImageNet-1k by means of style transfer, and
Places365 [14], a dataset of millions of images annotated with one of 365 scene
classes. Stylized ImageNet is of particular interest, as its authors specifically con-
structed the dataset to obtain models that use more global (“style”) rather than
local (“texture”) features. By comparing the effect of color-related changes on a
same architecture trained on different datasets, we showed that the sensitivity
to color changes appears to be an inherent property of the architecture, rather
than a consequence of the training data.

Finally, we proposed to include two additional preprocessing steps in the
training process, namely random hue shifts and saturation changes, which, when
used to retrain existing models, were shown to improve average prediction stabil-
ity for hue shifts on ImageNet-1k with 19%, 13% and 12% for AlexNet, VGG16
and ResNet18 respectively. For saturation changes, 11%, 6% and 6% improve-
ments were obtained, in the last two cases lifting stability up to 94% and 93%.
Interestingly, these retrained models retain the original model’s ImageNet-1k
performance, leading to the question: How exactly can several sets of convolu-
tion filters result in the same ImageNet-1k accuracy, yet show markedly different
behavior when subjected to particular image transformations?

All our code and models are available through our GitLab page [8].
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